
QBox Version 2 Firmware Release notes 

2.08.60  Added support for new version (GASIA) Autocue Wireless Presenter.  Fixed an issue that caused the 

QBox to hang when loading a script from USB flash drive. 

2.08.59  Fixed an issue where the option to show/hide markers on the prompt output was not working. 

2.08.58  Fixed a scroll issue with Autocue Wireless Presenter controller. A conflict occurred when the USB foot 

control was plugged in at the same time. This has been resolved. 

2.08.57 Malayalam Language enhancement;  Extended Support for Wireless Controllers. New option to 

“re-establish wireless link” added to QBox 

2.08.54  Prompt Preview Monitor not in sync with QBox. This has been resolved. 

2.08.53  Sinhala Language enhancement;  Tamil Language enhancement 

2.08.51  Autocue Wireless Multimedia Presenter Controller added to QBox 

2.08.50  Fixed a script joining issue with Tamil language. 

2.08.49  Fix for Sinhala language.  

2.08.44  Fixed a problem where after making a number of live updates or changes to the text color, the 

updates/changes were no longer appearing on the QBox.  

2.08.43  Added support for Wireless Multimedia Presenter (Autocue Branded) 2. Add support for Phidget input 

card. 3. Added support for Myanmar language. 3. Added support for USB Multibutton Controller 

2.08.42  Support for USB 2 Button Hand Controller added to QBox ;  Support for USB Foot Control added to 

QBox;  Added support for DLP USB 2 button hand control and foot controls. 

2.08.40  Added support for a new version of the Trust wireless presenter controller 

2.08.39  1. Fixed an issue with the QBox not reconnecting to wireless controllers when they were reconnected 

or powered on. 2. Improved the functionality of the cue marker states (prompting, captioning, opt out) 3. Added 

support for User Messaging overlays.   

2.08.17  various enhancements: optimised use of display driver interface; prompt engine: improvements to 

jump rendering responsiveness; QBox core: added on-screen icon to invoke OSD menu from touchscreen 

2.08.12 Tamil is now supported on the QBox. Bengali is now supported on the QBox.  Under the F8 

Configuration Menu there is a new Configuration Profiles option. Once the QBox is configured correctly; for 

example using DHCP networking, you can then save that as a Profile. You will need to restart the QBox for the 

Profile to appear as an option. You can then save multiple profiles for use in different scenarios.  You will need 

to restart the QBox when changing profiles 



2.08.0.2 Enhancements: (1) Add OSD Menu Support.  (2) Implement ‘QSeries’ Indic Urdu. (3) Implement data 

feed architecture (4) Implement USB memory stick support (5) Add API auto-versioning support.  Fixes: 

Improve background handling for missing fonts 

2.07.1 Flashing issue with the prompt output caused by a conflict between the motherboard and the BIOS has 

been resolved. 

2.03  Enhancements:  Added support for complex (double-byte character) languages. (For example Arabic.) 

Fixes: Time synchronization can be configured using a right-mouse context menu. 


